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This paper deals with the prediction of the noise 
radiatcd bv subsonic and suoersonic iets usin@ methods 

Williams (Mach wave noisc) are adapted and used in 
combination with aerodynamic data obtained with k - E  
turbulence codes. The results are comoared to exoerimental 
data. A good agreement is found fo; subsonic 'as well as 
supersonic Mach numbers. 
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Nomenc1;iture 

ambient speed of sound 
turbulent kinetic energy 
nominal Mach number 
convective Mach number 
ambient pressure 
instantaneous velocity components 
turbulent velocity contponents 
mean velocity components 
exit jet mean velocity 
mean centerline velocity 
observer coordinates 
source coordinates 
dissipation rate of k 
ambient density 
spatial correl;ition separator vectors 
characteristic pulsation of turbulence 
angle between the jet axis and the observer 

1. Introduction 

The Lighthill acoustic analogy',z which is a reformulation of 
the conservation laws of mass and momentum reduces the 
aerodynamic sound problem to an acoustic wave equation 
associated with a source term. With some Suitable 
assumptions, this source term can be determined from the 
flow, assumed to be known a priori3. 

Many different approaches can be used in  order to apply 
Lighthill's analogy. The simplest one consists in introducing 
empirical assumptions to estimate analytically the source 
term. On the other hand, the exact solution of the Lighthill 
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equation requires the knowledge of thc time dependent 
fluctuations of the flow. This information can be obtained 
with direct or large eddy simulations of the flow but these 
techniques are expensive. An ;iltern;itive way is to develop a 
statistical approach by dcfining the space time correlntion 

By an ;idequate introduction of assumptions 
obtained front the turbulence theory5.6 and a decomposition 
in temis of second order correlations, Ribne+ showed that a 
model for jet noisc could be formulated. Hence, it is possible 
to introduce aerodynamic data provided by the applic;ltion of 
a numcrical code with ii k-c  turbulence m ~ d c l ' , ~ .  

When the convective Mach number is subsonic, the noise 
radiation is due to the intrinsic fluctuations of the turbulent 
eddies which behave like compact quadrupoles. The 
influence of convection is to increase the sound intensity 
radiiitcd when the source moves towards the observer. When 
the eddies aTe convected supersonically (Le. when the source 
approaches the observer at the speed of sound), the source 
loscs its compactness and bchaves like monopoles convected 
sopersonically. This changes the nature of radiation because 
Mach waves appear and the efficiency of the noise emission 
is increased in their direction. Ffowcs Williams9 and Ffowcs 
Williams and Maidaniklo developed a reformulation of the 
Lighthill source term that can be applied to supersonic flows. 
This model can be used for the prediction of supersonic jet 
associated with a k-E turbulence modeli1. 

This paper provides a synthesis of seversl studies concerning 
jet noise modeling7.8," and all details cannot be included 
here. In the next section, we will only present the main 
fciitures for the derivation of the Ribner model for the jet 
mining noise and how it is used in combination with k-E 
turbulence data. Comparisons with experimental results are 
exhibited for simple and coaxial jets. In the third section, we 
briefly present the Ffowcs Williams model for Mach wave 
radiation and comparisons with experimental data for jets. It 
is then shown that by associating these two types of models 
one may obtain a hybrid description of noise emission for all 
Mach numbers. Thc noise radiated by shocks is however not 
included at this time. 

IT. Siihsonic i a  

Derivation of the  model 

The Lighthill theory shows that the density fluctuations 
observed in the far field and generated by a volume V of 
turbulence are given by: 



! ( X I =  [l,Tc!/(xlY) +'shc",(xlY)l dY J" 
I n  these expressions, L (longitudioal integral scale - of 

tiirhlence), 0, (turboletice characteristic pulsation) and u: 
a re  defined using the results of the aerodynamic 
czi1cu1ation7.R: 

T . .  is the ins1ant;ineous Lighthill stress tensor which rcduces 
to poii,ii, with the classical assumptions (high Reynolds 
number,  incompressible turbulence and no eiltropy 
fluctu;ttiotis). Then the autocorrelation function C j , J l x , ~ )  of 
the pre.;sure fluctuations which is defined by: 

'! 

takes the following foml: 

8 j , X ,  is the fourth ordcr space-time correlation tcnsor. In 
order to neglect the influence of the retarded time, ;I moving 
reference frame is introduced and the expression of  the 
autocorrelation function becomes: 

where C = 1 - M ,  cor8 is the convection factor. It is standard 
to take for the convective velocity 0.67 U,,;,$ 

RibneP developed some formulations of the Lighthill tbeory 
adapted to jet configurations. Introducing the decomposition 
of the instantaneous velocity field in a mean stationiiry field 
and a turbulent field: 

ui = U,& + Uli 

the space time correlation tensor is written as: 

The first term is known as the self noise contribution and the 
others as the shear noise contribution. IJsing an 
homogeneous and isotropic description of the turbulent 
field4, it is possible to find some simplified expressions for 
the velocity correlations and the evaluation of C,,;,(X,T) at 

z = 0 gives the directional intensities radiated by a unit 
source volume located at y to a point in the far field located 
at x7& 

The convection factot C has a singularity when Mc cost? = 1. 
i\ more sophisticated analysis developed by Ffowcs- 
WilIi~ms9 lends to the following modified convection factor: 

R i b i d  proposed an expression for the factor a: 

2 2  

2 
a 2 2 %  M ,  = 

"C" 

Goldstein and Rosenbauml2 developed a modification to the 
Rihnur  model by introducing an anisotropic description of 
the turbulent field. 

For these two models, a glob~l and unique adjustable factor 
is determined by a single comparison with experimental 
t~:lt:i7,8. 

Aiwl ieations 

The details of the aerodynamic calculations and the 
validations of the results are fully documented in ref 7 and 8. 

, 

Thc configuration examined is  that investigated 
experimentally by Lushl3.  Figures 2 and 3 show the 
intcnsity predicted by the models of Ribner and Goldstein 
for M = 0.56 and M = 0.86. Ribner model overestimates the 
noisc level for small angles. The improvement of the 
turbulence description in the Goldstein model leads to results 
closer to the experimental values. The drop-off of 
expcrimental intensity at very small angles is due to 
rclxiction effects which are not includcd in the models. 
Figure 4 gives a similar comparison for M =1.33 using 
experimental data of Tanna ef di4. It is shown that the 
directivity is not well predicted. In fact for such high Mach 
numbers, the basic assumptions used for the two models 
(rctarded time neglected, weak interaction with flow) are no 
loncer valid. the influence of SuDersonicallv convected 
eddycs appears and the models used herc do not hatch all the 
physics of the jet. 

Figure 5 gives the total acoustic power predicted by Ribner 
and Goldstein models as a function of the nominal Mach 
number. It appears that the models are in good agreement 
with results of Lush and also with those of Tnnna which ~ .. 
coiieerii higher Mach numbers. In fact, the mixing noise 
modcls succeed in predicting total acoustic power for high 
Mach numbers because of the convection factor which in the 
limit of high M yields the U3 law. 

Finally, the intensity radiated in the far field is written as: 
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coaxial iet 

Figure 6 presents the intensity radiated at an angle of 90” as 
a function of the ratio of the secondary exit velocity to the 
primary exit velocity (U,JUj,,). This result is compared to 
the experimental data of JuvC et al.15. The exit velocity of 
the primary jet is 130 mfs. One finds that the numerical 
results obtained with the Goldstein model give the correct 
value of Uj,JUj,  for which the acoustic intensity is 
minimum. The level of this minimum is also close to the 
experimental point. 
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111. Sunersonic icis 

Derivation of the model 

The supersonic convection of eddies produces Mach waves 
which are one of the main noise sources in supersonic jets. 
Ffowcs-Williams and Maidaniklo transfomied the source 
term of the Lighthill theory in order to account for Mach 
wave radiation. In the far field, the density fluctuations are 
given by: 

(P - POXX.‘ )  = 

. l j ( ‘ i : ! ’ ; Y ; ) [  :aP ””i](y,~.l;;l) dY 

When applied to jets, this formulation leads to an expression 
for the intensity radiated in thc far fieldlo.ll: 

4 x 4  x -yJ c at a?; Ix -Yl  

Seiner18 are plotted. One observes that the subsonic law 
follows closely the variations of the acoustic power for an 
exit Mach number less than 1.5, whereas the supersonic law 
is valid for an exit Mach number greater than 2. 

IV. Conclosion 

In this paper, several numerical approaches for the prediction 
of jet noise are developed. These approaches are based on 
extensions of Lighthill’s theory: Ribner and Goldstein 
models (mixing noise), Ffowcs Williams model (Mach 
Wave noise). To apply these models, it is necessary to know 
the local mean velocity and some statistical informations 
about the turbulence. Aerodynamic computations, carried 
out using a k-E turbulence code, supply the me.nn velocity, 
the turbulent kinetic energy and the rate of dissipation. 

Three types of validations are presented: subsonic simple 
and coaxial roiind iets for the niixine noise models and ~ .~ ~ ~ ..-~~.. 
supersonic round jet for the Mach wavemodel. 
The  Goldstein model gives better results than Ribner’s 
model especially for the directiviry pattern. The predictive 
ability of this model is shown by the application on coaxial 

~~ 

jets. 
The Ffowcs Williams model retrieves the change in the 
nature of the acoustic rddiation induced by Mach waves. 

The combination of these two models into a hybrid allows 
calculations for all Mach numbers (however excluding shock 
radiation). This hybrid model may be used in other 
configurations: coaxial subsonic-supersonic jets, supersonic 
hot jets. 
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A d i c a t i o n  

Figure 7 presents the case of a cold round supersonic free jet 
with a nominal Mach number of 2. This configuration was 
experimentally studied by Tanna et  al.14. The acoustic 
intensity predicted by the Ffowcs Williams model is plotted 
and a good agreement is found with experimental data. 

Figure 8 displays the acoustic power predicted by a hybrid 
model for different exit Mach numbers. This hybrid model is 
a combination of the Goldstein model and the Ffowcs 
Williams model which is applied when the local convective 
Mach number is supersonic. The experimental results of 
Lush’3, Tanna et al.14, Seiner e t a I . l 6 ”  and Norum and 
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Fig. 2 - acoustic intensity for M = 0.56 
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Fig. 4 - acoustic intensity for M = 1.33 
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comparison of mixing noise models to experimental data 
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Fig. 6 - acoustic intensity of coaxial jets (theta = 90°) 
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Fig. 7 - acoustic intensity for M = 2 
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Fig. 8 - total acoustic power as a function of jet Mach number: 
comparison of hybrid noise model to experimental data 
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